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Art and Design Year 12 – Preparation for A-level 

Welcome, there are two tasks I would like you to look at and respond to before your studies commence in September.
Mrs Geen

TASK no.1 
GETTY MUSEUM CHALLENGE - MAKING ART IN ISOLATION - …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2nsKJS1Asw
Create your own response/s to a famous artwork on any subject, photograph and print out describing the process.

TASK no.2
You are to produce a visual account on the theme of “Isolation.” 

Find a book which you are happy to dismantle and work into.  
This should not be any bigger than A4 but should have a reasonable amount of pages.  If you do not have an old book you wish to 
dismantle, you can make your own ‘book’ using scraps of paper / card / packaging you can find around the house.  (There are 
various YouTube videos you can watch to show you how to make one.) 
Find images in connection with the idea of “isolation”.  Where possible take your own photos, but you can collect found images 
from magazines and the Internet.  
You are to produce a visual account on the theme of “Isolation.” 
This could be an expression of current events, or you could explore the theme of isolation more broadly and interpret it however
you like.   You will be assessed on how you visually describe and explore this word.   You will work in the book in any way that is 
appropriate to your intentions, you may cut into it, draw onto it, stick things into it, add drawings / photos / images to it etc. 
There are some examples of this below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2nsKJS1Asw


Examples of Isolation

Edwards Hopper
Automat, 1927

Edwards Hopper
In a small city, 1953



Examples of Isolation



Examples of Isolation

Bill Brandt



Examples of dismantled books showing the theme of Isolation

Try dismantling your book and reassembling it.  
Remember this is a starting point, so just because it 
starts as a book does not mean it has to end as a book

Try carving or 
sculpting into your 
book

Your pages do not always 
have to remain flat…



Examples of dismantled books showing the theme of Isolation

Try working back 
into the pages. 
Consider 
highlighting 
specific words in 
your text. 

Try coating the pages of your 
book with paint, ink, or other 
materials like tea or coffee to 
make a stain / wash 
Include 

Include your own drawings and 
artwork within the book 



Objectives:

• The work that you produce in this project should include: 

• At least 6 pieces of practical work:  these could be observational pieces 
working from your images / photos, or more personal / imaginative pieces.  
Within these 6 pieces, at least 1 of these must be a sustained observational 
drawing and must show your strengths in at least 3 different types of 
materials i.e. your work must not all be done in 1 type of media

• At least 2 artists that link to your ideas

Images / photos / maps / that show where your ideas / artwork came from

• Writing that explains your thought processes and ideas. • In this project I 
am looking to find out about you, what kind or artwork you enjoy creating, 
and what you are interested in exploring within Art & Design


